Here we present direct laser fabrication of 3D microstructured scaffolds consisting out of a few polymeric materials owning different biological properties. Direct laser writing in photo/thermo-sensitive materials using ultra short light pulses of high repetition laser provides unmatched flexibility in controllable 3D microstructuring in a variety of bio-materials [1], as well as manufacturing throughput empowers overall structure size of more than 1 mm 3 , making it an attractive method to fabricate scaffolds for cell studies and tissue engineering applications [2, 3] . In this work, a femtosecond direct laser writing system was supplemented by a machine vision [4] to relocate the sample between different fabrication steps.
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Using this elaborate system we have manufactured 3D microporous multicomponent polymer scaffolds out of different organic-inorganic substances. Such composite constructions offer several biological functionalities such as biostability or biodegradation (depending on the material used [5] ) as well as the possibility to micro/nanopattern the surface with various bioactive materials such as proteins [6] , all spatially distributed within a structure with 1 -10 μm features [7] . The potential of this approach is applicable for single or multiple cell adhesion, migration, proliferation and differentiation mechanism study in 3D as well as suggesting the answer for best material and architecture combinations for scaffolding needed in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Fig. 1 Direct laser fabrication of a composite scaffold: (a) a support structure with rough geometry giving mechanical strength is fabricated out of one material and is developed (b), then another monomer is poured over the first scaffold and a more detailed geometry is fabricated inside (c). After a second development a composite scaffold made out of two different materials is acquired (d).
